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1. Chief of Mission Priorities
In November 2021, President Ortega and Vice-President Murillo awarded themselves a fourth
consecutive term in office through a manipulated, fraudulent electoral process that confirmed
Nicaragua’s status as a dynastic police state. The regime and the ruling Sandinista National
Liberation Front (FSLN) have for years worked to supplant Nicaragua’s democratic institutions
with pliant replicas, twist the rule of law to their benefit, and quash independent media and
civil society organizations. Nicaragua’s descent into dictatorship and cultivation of
authoritarian allies like Cuba, Venezuela, Russia, and Iran have jeopardized not only the security
and prosperity of Nicaraguans, but also of their neighbors in Central America. Resultant
irregular migration surges and the permissive environment for transnational crime also
threaten other fundamental U.S. interests in the region.
Consistent with our global efforts to bolster democratic governance in the face of advancing
authoritarian threats, the U.S. remains committed to helping Nicaraguans recover their
democratic rights and put their country back on a path of increasing prosperity, security, and
respect for the rule of law. Credible independent polling shows an overwhelming majority
of Nicaraguans want such change and share our fundamental values, even while the OrtegaMurillo regime does not. This is not surprising, given the deep and longstanding historical,
commercial, cultural, and human connections between Nicaragua and the United States.
Building on these enduring bonds, we will 1) collaborate with our international partners and
Nicaraguan democratic actors to support the restoration of democracy and promotion of
inclusive economic growth; 2) work within the limits of our bilateral relationship to combat
transnational crime and security threats and prepare to respond together to natural disasters;
and 3) engage with Nicaraguan society and civil society organizations to bolster their resilience
and capacity to pursue a more prosperous, democratic future.
Mission Goal 1: Nicaragua restores democracy and delivers inclusive economic
growth. The Ortega-Murillo regime’s ruthless tactics to remain in power, supported by
authoritarian allies abroad, have led to a deterioration of democratic institutions and
culture, and hampered economic development. In order to promote a restoration of
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democracy as well as the stability and prosperity that would come with it, we will work with
our international partners to increase multilateral pressure on the Government of
Nicaragua to restore respect for human rights, the rule of law, and fair political
competition. We will also support the efforts of democratic actors as they seek to develop a
cohesive, viable alternative to the Ortega-Murillo regime’s repressive brand of
governance. Finally, we will continue to utilize targeted financial and visa sanctions, in concert
with other democratic governments when possible, to pressure Ortega-Murillo to allow a
return to genuine democracy, competition, and rule of law. At the same time, we will continue
to promote legitimate trade, assist U.S. companies doing business in Nicaragua, and build a
path toward economic prosperity for all Nicaraguans.
Mission Goal 2: The United States and Nicaragua engage constructively to deter irregular
migration and counter transnational threats. Nicaragua and the region face serious threats to
safety and security that also directly affect U.S. national security interests. These threats
include increased irregular migration to the United States driven by Nicaraguans’ increasing
desperation about the prospects of their own country, transnational criminal activities such as
human and drug trafficking, and natural disasters and changing weather patterns to which
Nicaragua is not well equipped to respond. Despite the challenging bilateral relationship, we
must find ways to work together to address these threats to protect both Nicaraguan citizens
and U.S. national interests. We will deter irregular migration by helping Nicaraguans
understand the risks of the journey through targeted messaging and education campaigns, as
well as by investing in programs that promote development and prosperity for Nicaraguans at
home. We will focus on detecting and disrupting criminal networks and activities, at times
working with government contacts when possible and appropriate. Finally, we will enhance
Nicaragua’s natural disaster response capability by offering preparedness training, equipment,
and assistance in the event of a natural disaster.
Mission Goal 3: The U.S. deepens engagement with Nicaraguan society, building resilience
and capacity through inclusive cooperation. To help build a future Nicaragua that is
more democratic and prosperous, we must also engage and support Nicaraguan civil society to
bolster its resilience and capacity to promote our shared values. Through strategic messaging,
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capacity-building, exchange initiatives, and partnerships with key institutions, we will seek to
counter the regime’s repression of Nicaraguan civil society. We will support and
empower vulnerable and at-risk groups through education, public health, and environmental
programming, and help increase demand for rule of law within their communities. We will also
showcase the best of American values and creativity through our cultural programming and
strategic messaging to counter constant anti-American propaganda from the Ortega-Murillo
government.
As we implement our strategy, we must ensure the most effective use of our resources and
prepare for the continuity of operations in the event of crises. We will also develop new
practices and structures to recruit, retain, and empower a diverse and innovative staff – both
USDH and Nicaraguan LE Staff -- that is able and equipped to bring creative ideas to the table
and make them happen.
Most importantly, we will apply strategic patience and sustained focus to the achievement of
our ambitious, long-term goals. Our progress is unlikely to be rapid or linear. The OrtegaMurillo government has demonstrated over the last several years that it will stop at nothing to
maintain its grip on power, including deadly repression, and will do what it can – with expert
assistance from Russia, China, and Cuba -- to constrain, or even criminalize, U.S. engagement
with Nicaraguan civil society. Under these extremely challenging conditions, we will need to
take intelligent risks and look for creative approaches in order to pursue our Mission’s strategic
objectives. We will also need to continue allocating a modest but meaningful level of
programmatic resources to carry forward our efforts. Despite the daunting obstacles we face,
we still believe the aspirations and values we share with the vast majority of the Nicaraguan
people – life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness – should ultimately prove a more powerful
and enduring force than a morally bankrupt regime focused exclusively on its own survival.
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2. Mission Strategic Framework
Mission Goal 1: Nicaragua restores democracy and delivers inclusive economic
growth.
•

Mission Objective 1.1: The Nicaraguan government guarantees human rights, the rule
of law, and fair political competition. (Incorporates CDCS DO 1)

•

Mission Objective 1.2: Nicaraguan democratic actors rebuild and coalesce into a broadly
representative force capable of holding the government accountable. (Incorporates
CDCS DO 1)

•

Mission Objective 1.3: The United States implements the most effective mix of
sanctions and incentives to promote the restoration of democracy and private sectorled economic growth.

Mission Goal 2: The United States and Nicaragua engage constructively to deter
irregular migration and counter transnational threats.
•

Mission Objective 2.1: Deter irregular migration by shaping public and individual
decisions as well as creating improved prospects for development and prosperity.

•

Mission Objective 2.2: Counter transnational threats to the United States, U.S. interests
in the region, and U.S. citizens in Nicaragua.

•

Mission Objective 2.3: ¶ Enhance preparedness for and response to natural disasters.

Mission Goal 3: The U.S. sustains engagement with Nicaraguan society, building
resilience and capacity through inclusive cooperation.
•

Mission Objective 3.1: The impact of the Nicaraguan government’s aggressive
propaganda diminishes, and Nicaraguans’ positive perceptions of the United States and
U.S. policy improves.
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Mission Objective 3.2: Nicaraguan civil society develops the tools and capacity to
counter regime propaganda and address its most pressing challenges. (Incorporates
CDCS DO 1)

Management Objective 1: Expand and improve efforts for continuity of
operations, increase cost-effectiveness and compliance with Department financial
regulations, and improve customer service.
Management Objective 2: Ensure an inclusive, diverse, equitable, and accessible
workplace that fosters staff resilience and professional growth opportunities and
attracts, retains, and supports the candidates best suited to achieve Mission
policy goals.
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3. Mission Goals and Objectives
Mission Goal 1 | Nicaragua restores democracy and delivers inclusive economic
growth.
Description | The preservation and promotion of democracy is a top national security priority.
Stable, democratic, and prosperous states in the Western Hemisphere strengthen our security
and benefit our economy. Healthy democracies are accountable to and deliver for their
citizens. Governments that respect the rights of their citizens are most effective in promoting
peace, prosperity, and equitable social development. Democratic states connected by shared
values reduce violence, drug trafficking, and illegal immigration that threaten our common
security and limit opportunities for adversaries to operate close to U.S. borders. A return to
democracy in Nicaragua would increase stability and economic opportunity for the entire
region.
Objective 1.1 | The Nicaraguan government guarantees human rights, the rule of law, and fair
political competition.
•

Justification | For years, the Ortega-Murillo government has undermined Nicaragua’s
democratic institutions and allowed corruption and impunity to reign. Nicaragua is now
an entrenched authoritarian regime. Regime-controlled security forces arrest political
opponents on spurious charges. A judiciary controlled by the ruling party jails
opponents arbitrarily and indefinitely as political prisoners. Security forces, parapolice,
and the judiciary conspire to stamp out freedoms of speech, press, and association. The
National Assembly, where the ruling party dominates with a super majority, passes
repressive laws that curtail civil liberties, including a foreign agents law and a
cybercrimes law. To guarantee freedoms and human rights, Nicaragua must hold free
and fair elections, reinstate constitutional checks and balances, allow access for
international human rights organizations to monitor conditions on the ground, and
release all political prisoners without conditions.
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Linkages | Joint Regional Strategy (JRS) Objectives 1.1, 1.3, and 2.1; Joint Strategic Plan
(JSP) Goal 3.

•

Risks | The authoritarian Ortega-Murillo regime is a destabilizing force in the region and
a threat to U.S. national security interests. The regime counterbalances pressure from
the United States and like-minded partners to promote democracy and respect human
rights through its close ties with Russia, the People’s Republic of China, Cuba, and Iran.
We will mitigate this risk by working with international partners and Nicaraguan
democratic actors to increase pressure on the regime to respect human rights and open
the way for a return to democracy and inclusive economic growth.

Objective 1.2 | Nicaraguan democratic actors rebuild and coalesce into a broadly
representative force capable of holding the government accountable.
•

Justification | The Nicaraguan government pursued a scorched-earth strategy of
neutralizing all perceived political threats, exploiting historic divisions among
Nicaraguans, and using police and parapolice to intimidate, assault, and detain
democratic opposition leadership. The remnants of the opposition are in exile and in
hiding in Nicaragua. U.S. government support for the democratic opposition inside
Nicaragua, in Costa Rica, and elsewhere will help develop a cohesive and united
organization capable of effectively contesting future elections and serving as a credible
democratic alternative to the Ortega-Murillo government.

•

Linkages | JSP Objective 3.1; JRS Objective 1.1.

•

Risks | Nicaragua’s opposition failed to unite in 2020 and early 2021, before the
regime’s wave of repression sent opposition leaders to prison or exile. A divided
opposition enables the regime to continue its divisionary tactics, limit political
competition, and retain power. To mitigate these risks, the U.S. government will remain
engaged with Nicaraguan opposition leadership both inside and outside of the country,
continuing to stress the importance of peaceful and democratic solutions and remaining
neutral among political factions.
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Objective 1.3 | The United States implements the most effective mix of sanctions and
incentives to promote the restoration of democracy and private sector-led economic growth.
•

Justification | Financial and diplomatic sanctions can disrupt, deter, and prevent the
Ortega-Murillo regime’s negative actions that threaten U.S. national security and
undermine the promotion of democracy and rule of law. Effective international
economic pressure also signals to all stakeholders that repression remains unacceptable
to the majority of the international community. As we continue to impose escalating
costs for Nicaragua’s malign behavior, we leave the door open for dialogue, giving
Nicaragua the opportunity to demonstrate its willingness to be a constructive
interlocutor. At the same time, it remains in the U.S. interest to promote trade in nonsanctioned sectors of the economy. We must continue to assist U.S. companies in a
proactive way, ensuring that our companies compete on an equal basis with domestic
firms and third-country competitors. A Nicaragua that is economically prosperous and
well-integrated into the global economy will be best positioned to promote common
interests and deliver inclusive economic growth.

•

Linkages | JSP Goal 2, JSP Objectives 2.1 and 2.2; JRS Objectives 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.

•

Risks | A failure to increase economic pressure on the regime would provide it with
more resources to finance its repression and patronage. To counter this risk we will
continue to work with like-minded international partners to coordinate the use of
financial and diplomatic sanctions.
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Mission Goal 2 | The United States and Nicaragua engage constructively to deter
irregular migration and counter transnational threats.
Description | Tens of thousands of Nicaraguans have fled Nicaragua for the United States due
to economic stagnation worsened by political crisis. Nicaragua is vulnerable to natural disasters
that increase economic instability and irregular migration. The country serves as a pathway for
narcotics, trafficking victims, and other transnational threats. We will stem irregular migration
and collaborate with law enforcement to stop threats before they reach the homeland.
Objective 2.1 | Deter irregular migration by shaping public and individual decisions as well as
creating improved prospects for development and prosperity.
•

Justification | Record numbers of Nicaraguans attempt the dangerous journey north to
escape lack of opportunity and economic hardship. Media campaigns and foreignassistance programs will underscore the dangers of the journey north, promote local
growth and development opportunities that still remain in Nicaragua, cultivate demand
for the rule of law, and uncover corruption. These efforts will encourage Nicaraguans to
remain in Nicaragua and insist that their government create the conditions for a safer,
more prosperous, and democratic future.

•

Linkages | JSP Objective 1.5; JRS Objective 1.2.

•

Risks | Failure to achieve this objective will exacerbate the growing number of
Nicaraguan migrants, whose journey burdens the countries they pass through and,
ultimately, those charged with protecting the U.S. border. Sustained high levels of
migration from Nicaragua could also lead to increased criminal activity in the United
States. We will mitigate these risks by leveraging our social media platforms and
successful programming to persuade Nicaraguans to build a better future at home.
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Objective 2.2 | Counter transnational threats to the United States, U.S. interests in the region,
and U.S. citizens in Nicaragua.
•

Justification | Human trafficking victims, illegal drugs, and other contraband pass
through Nicaragua on their way to the United States, and fugitives from U.S. justice live
in the country. Embassy security teams will coordinate monitoring of criminal networks
that threaten U.S. and Nicaraguan interests, and pursue the arrest, prosecution, and
conviction of members of criminal groups.

•

Linkages | JSP Objective 1.5; JRS Objective 1.2; Consular Affairs FBS Objective 2.4;
Defense Security Cooperation Agency Security Assistance Management Manual; Office
of National Drug Control Policy National Interdiction Command and Control Plan;
Department of Defense Directive 5105.21, Defense Intelligence Agency.

•

Risks | Failure to achieve this objective would leave Nicaragua vulnerable to the
operation of criminal enterprises, which could destabilize the region. Russia and the
People’s Republic of China also use Nicaragua as a foothold for malign activity in the
Western Hemisphere and serve as the partner of choice for the Nicaraguan government.
We will rebuild contact bases and coordinate our actions to counter the malign acts of
our adversaries – criminal gangs and our strategic opponents.

Objective 2.3 | Enhance preparedness for and response to natural disasters.
•

Justification | Nicaragua is highly vulnerable to extreme weather events and natural
disasters (e.g., hurricanes, earthquakes, floods, droughts), which fuel economic
desperation and drive irregular migration. Disasters also threaten the U.S. citizen
population in Nicaragua. By cooperating in the provision of humanitarian assistance
with the Nicaraguan government, NGOs, and the private sector, the Embassy safeguards
U.S. citizens in Nicaragua, saves lives, and promotes a positive image of the United
States.

•

Linkages | JSP Objective 1.5; JRS Objectives 1.2, 2.5.
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Risks | Failure to achieve this objective will endanger U.S. citizens and Nicaraguans, spur
migration, and feed the regime’s rhetoric that the United States does not care about
Nicaragua. We will mitigate this risk with outreach and planning to ensure our
resources are in place before disaster strikes.

Mission Goal 3 | The U.S. sustains engagement with Nicaraguan society, building
resilience and capacity through inclusive cooperation.
Description | Through whole-of-mission strategic messaging, capacity-building and
exchange initiatives, and key institutional partnerships with non-governmental entities, post
will inform, educate, and engage Nicaraguans based in the country and diaspora groups in exile.
Building coalitions with emerging and diverse Nicaraguan leaders while strengthening their
educational and professional capacity will pave the way for a future democratic and prosperous
Nicaragua. Supporting independent institutional partners will help them connect networks and
convene actors in neutral spaces so that Nicaraguans can collaborate on their own terms to
address their most pressing challenges in development, governance, and security. Advancing
American values and countering disinformation through soft power engagement will predispose Nicaraguans to view the U.S. more favorably, creating an environment conducive to
achieving U.S. foreign policy objectives.
Objective 3.1 | The impact of the Nicaraguan government’s aggressive propaganda diminishes,
and Nicaraguans’ positive perceptions of the United States and U.S. policy improve.
•

Justification | Aggressive disinformation routinely peddled by the Nicaraguan
government, its alignment with Russia and the PRC, and its persistent “anti-Yankee”
rhetoric warp the Nicaraguan public’s view of the United States and U.S. policy goals.
The United States must continue to frame the narrative around U.S. policy priorities and
articulate to a beleaguered public the importance of democratic values, protection of
the environment, and citizen security priorities.

•

Linkages | JRS Goals 1, 6, and Objectives 1.1, 6.3.
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Risks | Nicaragua’s authoritarian allies increase the regime’s capabilities to spread
disinformation and promote a negative image of the United States. Failure to achieve
this objective would allow Anti-American propaganda to spread unopposed and the
Ortega-Murillo-created information bubble to expand. To counter this risk, the
embassy will monitor both traditional and social media for misinformation and respond
where appropriate.

Objective 3.2 | Nicaraguan civil society develops tools and capacity to counter regime
propaganda and address its most pressing challenges.
•

Justification | The Nicaraguan government under the Ortega-Murillo duo is increasingly
authoritarian and has severely restricted civil society and the exercise of fundamental
freedoms. Nicaraguan civil society faces a hostile climate, including politically motivated
prosecutions, restrictions on Nicaraguan organizations receiving funding from foreign
sources, and a government-driven media campaign that labels dissenters and human
rights advocates as foreign agents and terrorists. In this context, the U.S. Embassy
fulfills a special role in providing resources, financial support, technical assistance, and
subject matter expertise to Nicaraguan non-governmental and civil society organizations
and actors. We will build civil society capacity to enable the Nicaraguan people to
address its most pressing challenges.

•

Linkages | JRS Goals 2, 5, and 6.

•

Risks | The Nicaraguan government’s intense repression raises risks for civil society that
engage in U.S. government programming and could hinder or eliminate entirely our
ability to support independent organizations. Without U.S. support, independent
organizations and civil society may have no choice but to cease operations or turn to the
Ortega-Murillo government and/or malign third-party actors to sustain them, effectively
closing space for independent actors. In a worst-case scenario, all civic organizations
and institutions would fall under government control, allowing the Nicaraguan
government to tighten its grip on public life, ensuring that only those loyal to the party
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have access to education and professional capacity-building opportunities, and
squelching free speech and free assembly. To counter this risk the Embassy will
continue implementing programming to ensure the continued growth of a truly
independent civil society.

4. Management Objectives
Management Objective 1 | Expand and improve efforts for continuity of
operations, increase cost-effectiveness and compliance with Department financial
regulations, and improve customer service.
•

Justification | Post’s ordered departure in 2018 had enduring, adverse effects on
operations. In particular, the Management section suffered from the loss of key
leadership due to curtailments and broken assignments. From 2020 to 2021, our efforts
to protect our personnel from COVID-19 have taken priority, shifting our focus away
from constant improvement in the efficacy of our operations. Now that we are once
again fully staffed and adapted to a pandemic environment, Management must return
the focus to efficacy of operations by reviewing existing contracts, improving costeffectiveness, ensuring compliance with department financial regulations, and a
renewed focus on customer service. As the pandemic and political uncertainties
continue, management must continue improving our telework capacity and continuity
of operations contingency planning, as well as providing a higher level of customer
service under maximum telework conditions.

•

Linkages | JRS Management Objective 1.

•

Risks | If we do not invest in efforts to ensure continuity of operations during a crisis,
including telework capability, we jeopardize the safety of our personnel and put the
success of our mission at risk. If we do not take steps to improve the management of
our resources, we risk superfluous spending in certain areas and limited ability to invest
in programs and assets that have a higher impact on our mission goals.
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Management Objective 2 | Ensure an inclusive, diverse, equitable, and accessible
workplace that fosters staff resilience and professional growth opportunities and
attracts, retains, and supports the candidates best suited to achieve Mission
policy goals.
•

Justification | Mission Managua must recruit a workforce that is diverse in experience,
perspective, talent, and skill, including from Nicaragua’s underrepresented Atlantic
coast. It must also ensure our current and new team members are able to reach their
full potential by investing in their wellness and professional development, and by
creating an equitable, inclusive, and accessible workplace. We will focus our efforts to
increase diversity on recruitment initiatives and best practices. To support our
workforce’s wellness, we will take steps to improve its benefits and provide resources
for improving resilience. We will commit to Department Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and
Accessibility (DEIA) initiatives such as the formation of a DEIA Council and on-going
trainings and workshops for employees and supervisors.

•

Linkages: EOs 14035, 13985; JRS Management Objective 1.

•

Risks | Failure to invest in DEIA initiatives, resilience, and professional development for
our staff would diminish our capacity to recruit and retain the best talent for our
mission and lead to a team that is unmotivated, burnt out, and unable to function at its
full potential.
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